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Microwave imaging for breast cancer detection has been of significant interest for the last two decades. Recent studies focus on
solving the imaging problem using an inverse scattering approach. Eﬀorts have mainly been focused on the development of the
inverse scattering algorithms, experimental setup, antenna design and clinical trials. However, the success of microwave breast
imaging also heavily relies on the quality of the forward data such that the tumor inside the breast volume is well illuminated. In
this work, a numerical study of the forward scattering data is conducted. The scattering behavior of simple breast models under
diﬀerent polarization states and aspect angles of illumination are considered. Numerical results have demonstrated that better data
contrast could be obtained when the breast volume is illuminated using cross-polarized components in linear polarization basis
or the copolarized components in the circular polarization basis.

1. Introduction
In the last two decades, extensive studies have been contributed to breast cancer detection using microwave-based
technologies [1–25]. Compared to X-ray mammography
that is widely used in hospital nowadays, microwave is a
nonionizing radiation which is safer to subjects. Early studies
[3–5] reported that there is a significant contrast between
malignant tumor and healthy breast tissue which forms a
strong foundation for the use of microwave-based techniques
for breast cancer detection, although recent studies [26, 27]
found that the contrast is much lower. This raises an issue of
whether malignant tumor can be detected, especially when
the relative permittivity of the tumor is close to that of the
surrounding tissue.
In general, studies of microwave breast cancer detection
can be divided mainly into two main groups, namely,
the radar-based imaging approach (e.g., [1–12]) and the
inverse scattering approach [13–20]. Radar-based imaging
approach, first proposed by Hagness et al. [3–5], aims to
identify the presence and location of strong scatterers due to
the significant contrast between the tumor and the healthy
breast tissue. This involves focusing on reflections from

the breast, that is, a coherent-sum process adapted from
synthetic aperture radar techniques [4]. Throughout the
years, numerous studies have been conducted from diﬀerent
research groups [6–12] and variations of the original radarbased technique, such as microwave imaging via space-time
(MIST) beamforming [6, 7], tissue sensing adaptive radar
(TSAR) [8, 9] have been proposed.
Here, we mainly focus on the inverse scattering approach
[13–20]. The objective of inverse scattering is to reconstruct
the unknown dielectric profiles of the breast volume. First,
multistatic measurement from the breast volume is taken
as reference. Based on numerical solutions of the Maxwell’s
equations (e.g., finite element method [13, 14], method of
moment [15], finite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) [16–
18]), the entire volume can be spatially discretized into a
number of variables with unknown dielectric properties. The
corresponding forward problems with the same transmitter/receiver configuration are included and the computation
can be done with an initial guess of the dielectric profiles of
the breast volume. Given the reference data from the “actual”
breast volume and the simulated data from the “assumed”
breast volume, a cost function based on the diﬀerences
between these two datasets is defined. The cost function
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is then minimized in an iterative manner by changing
the dielectric properties in the modeling domain using a
gradient-based optimization algorithm. Assuming that the
global minima is reached at the end of the optimization
process, that is, the simulated data is almost the same or even
identical to the reference data, the resulting dielectric profiles
in the simulation domain is thus the resultant image provide
that the global minima is reached.
The image reconstruction process is an ill-posed multidimensional optimization problem that the number of
unknown variables (εr (x, y, z), σ(x, y, z)) is determined in
the image reconstruction stage. The number of unknown
variables depends mainly on the physical size, the dielectric
properties and geometry of the object, the required spatial
resolution, and the frequency of interest (which is also a
factor that determines the spatial discretization in the computation domain). Optimization of such a high-dimensional
problem with thousands unknown variables is not trivial and
chances for trapping into local minima could be high.
Furthermore, the uniqueness of the solution is also
important. Given a set of measured-referenced data, there
could be more than one distribution of dielectric profiles
that can result in the same or similar measured data. As an
example, if we consider some earlier studies in the literature
[21] that compares the monostatic ultra wideband (UWB)
response from the breast volumes with and without tumor,
it is found that the diﬀerences between the copolarized
components of the two cases is lower than that of the crosspolarized components. In other words, it is diﬃcult to tell if
there is any tumor by looking at the copolarized response,
but the contrast is more apparent if the cross-polarized
response is considered.
Polarization diversity has been widely used for radar
imaging. The transmitters and receivers are located in the
far-field region such that higher-order interactions between
the object and the transmitters, as well as that of the
object and the receivers, can be ignored. Coupling between
transmitting and receiving antennas can be also ignored and
thus the measured responses are purely object dependent.
In microwave breast imaging scenario, the breast volume is
surrounded by an antenna array in the near-field region.
Mutual coupling between antenna elements as well as
higher-order interactions between the breast volume and the
antennas is significant. To reduce the reflection from the
skin-air interface, the breast volume is usually immersed into
some matching liquid. A possible exemption could be the
case if the operation frequency is high enough such that the
antenna is electromagnetically far from the breast and the
conductivity of the matching liquid is relatively high such
that higher-order interactions are attenuated. In microwave
tomography, monopole antenna elements are used and thus
only linear copolarized responses of the breast volume are
considered in the image reconstruction process [15, 16].
In this paper, the forward scattering data of the two
cases, that is, breast volume with and without tumor, under
diﬀerent polarization basis throughout the entire frequency
bandwidth is investigated. The objective here is to investigate
if better contrast of the forward data can be obtained
such that the two cases are more distinguishable. With two
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distinguishable sets of forward data, chances for the two
inverse problems heading to the same solution in the optimization process could be reduced. To simplify the analysis,
homogenous breast volume together with scattered far-field
under diﬀerent polarization basis is considered. We are aware
that early eﬀorts have been contributed to issues such as
array configurations, development of image reconstructions
and eﬃcient forward solvers [25]. A summary of microwave
inverse scattering can be found in [28]. We are also well aware
that recent eﬀorts have been contributed to experimental
setups and clinical studies of microwave breast imaging,
for instance the special session that was conducted in the
IEEE Antenna and Propagation Society Conference in 2010
in Toronto [22]. This is also one of the major research
topics in the research group in Chalmers. A dedicated, highperformance UWB time domain microwave breast imaging
system is under development [23, 24]. The reasons behind
such simplified models and setup considered in this work are
given as follows.
First, we would like to see if the scattering problem itself
under a diﬀerent polarization basis resulted in forward data
with better contrast that can be used for solving the inverse
problem. Here, contrast means the diﬀerences of the forward
data between the two cases: breast volume (i) with and
(ii) without tumor. Chances for the two problems heading
towards the same local minima could probably be reduced if
the contrast is high. In electromagnetic scattering, any object
can be treated as a polarization transformer that depolarizes
the incoming electromagnetic wave. Boerner et al. [29]
pointed out the importance of having full polarimetric data
when the electromagnetic inverse problem is formulated.
Ignoring the polarimetric properties of the scattering problem could lead to inconsistence formulation. Hence, it is
important to study the forward scattering behavior of the
breast volume numerically. Under this setup with solely
breast volumes without any antenna array surrounding it, the
scattered field is purely dependent to the breast volume. This
allows us to get further understanding about the scattering
data in microwave breast imaging problem under diﬀerent
polarization basis at diﬀerent frequencies. Once we have a
good idea about the scattering problem, specific antenna
elements and array configurations can be designed. Second,
polarization is well treated in the far-field region in frequency
domain. Although the corresponding near-field components
in the Cartesian coordinates can be computed, the concept
of polarization in the near-field region is not well defined.
As a result, plane wave incident and scattered far field are
considered in this study.
The paper is outlined as follows. An overview of the
research problem is given in Sections 2 and 3, followed
by some numerical examples in Section 4. Discussions and
conclusions will be reached towards the end of the paper.

2. Reviews of Microwave Breast Imaging
The microwave inverse scattering problem is illustrated in
Figure 1. The object with unknown dielectric properties is
surrounded by an array of antenna. Similar to X-ray
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Figure 1: The microwave inverse scattering problem. The object with unknown dielectric properties is surrounded by an array of antenna.
The objective is to determine the unknown dielectric properties based on the measured return signals from the antennas [18].

computed tomography (CT), projection of the environment
can be obtained by sending electromagnetic waves from
one antenna element and receiving the scattered signals
from all other antenna elements. By changing the roles
of antennas from transmitter to receivers, or rotating the
antenna array, multiple views of the unknown object from
diﬀerent angles can be obtained. The objective of microwave
inverse scattering problem is to determine for the unknown
dielectric profile of the object based on these measured
projections.
In this work, we would like to mimic the microwave
breast imaging setup as described in [16–18]. The breast
volume is placed inside a circular array with 17 monopole
antenna elements. The breast volume is illuminated with 1
antenna acting as transmitter and the other antennas acting
as receivers such that a projection of the breast volume is
obtained. Each antenna element of the array takes turn and
the projections of the breast volume from diﬀerent angles are
obtained. In [16–18], the measurement is performed using
vector network analyzer (VNA) in frequency domain up to
8 GHz. Depending on the size of the object [16], only a
portion of the bandwidth is chosen in frequency domain
and the frequency samples are then transformed to the time
domain using an inverse Fourier transform followed by a
windowing to synthesis a Gaussian amplitude-modulated
pulse with sinusoidal carrier. A cost function of the measured
measured (t) and the simulated scattering electric
electric field Em,n
simulated
(t, εr (i, j, k), σ(i, j, k)) is defined and given by
field Em,n
 





F εr i, j, k , σ i, j, k



T 
N 
M 
 measured
Em,n
(t)
=
0 m=1 n=1




 

2
simulated
−Em,n
t · εr i, j, k , σ i, j, k  dt.

(1)

Here, εr (i, j, k) are σ(i, j, k) the dielectric properties of the
assumed breast volume in the simulation environment using
FDTD and (i, j, k) is the index of the Yee cell in the FDTD
simulation. M and N are the number of transmitting and
receiving antennas, respectively, and the small letters m
and n label the antenna elements. The cost function (1) is
minimized using a gradient-based optimization algorithm.

3. Forward Scattering of the Breast Volume
under Different Polarization States
In this study, the breast volume shown in Figure 2(a) is
considered. It is a hemisphere with radius of 6 cm. The entire
breast volume is illuminated from 23 MHz to 3 GHz with
128 samples in frequency domain. The relative permittivity
and conductivity of the tissue is given by the widely used
Debye model [3, 4] shown in Figure 3. For the case with a
tumor inside the breast model, a dielectric sphere centres
at the position of (x = 15 mm, y = 15 mm, z = 30 mm,
equivalently r = 36.7 mm, θ = 54.7◦ , ϕ = 45◦ ) is added.
Diﬀerent sizes of tumor (spheres) with radius of 5 mm,
10 mm, and 15 mm are considered and the dielectric profiles
of the tumor can be found in Figure 3. To simulate the breast,
imaging scenario without using actual antenna elements, the
elevation angle of θt = θr = 105◦ is considered (θ = 0◦
corresponds to the positive z axis). The subscript t and r
correspond to transmitting and receiving, respectively. The
coordinate system and the cross-section view of the breast
volume, tumor location, and excitation angle are shown
graphically in Figures 2(b) to 2(d). The incident plane wave
together with the corresponding scattered far-field at 18
diﬀerent azimuth directions ϕ are equally spaced within the
circle (i.e., Δϕ = 20◦ separation). Both the forward and back
scattering directions are considered. For instance, for the
plane wave excitation coming from θt = 105◦ , ϕt = 40◦ (ϕ =
0◦ corresponds to the positive x axis), the scattered far field at
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Figure 2: (a)The breast volume under plane wave illumination in FEKO environment. (b) The Spherical coordinate system (r, θ, ϕ) and
the corresponding Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) that are used in the FEKO environment. (c) Cross-sectional views (x-y plane) of
the breast volume under plane wave illumination. (d) Cross-sectional view (ϕ = 45◦ , θ = 90◦ ) of the breast volume under plane wave
illuminations from θt = 105◦ , ϕt = 45◦ , and ϕt = 225◦ , respectively.

all directions (i.e., θr = 105◦ , ϕr = 0◦ , 20◦ , 40◦ , 60◦ ,. . ., 320◦ ,
and 340◦ ) is determined. The computation is done using
the commercial hybrid finite element and moment method
solver FEKO in the frequency domain [30]. The incident
plane wave and scattered far fields under the rectangular and
circular polarization basis are considered. For each pair of
incidence and scattered directions, the Sinclair polarization
matrix of the breast volume is a function of frequency and
aspects. This can be given by [31]


S f , ϕt , ϕr



⎡









SAA f , ϕt , ϕr

=⎣

SBA f , ϕt , ϕr



⎤



⎦

SAB f , ϕt , ϕr
SBB f , ϕt , ϕr

,

θt =θr =105◦

(2)
where


SAB f , ϕt , ϕr







Er,B f , ϕt , ϕr

.
=
Et,A f, ϕt , ϕr

(3)

The first subscript (A or B) in each term in the matrix
corresponds to the transmitting polarization state and the
second subscript corresponds to the receiving polarization

state. Each element SAB ( f , ϕt , ϕr ) is essentially the ratio
of the scattered (received) electric field and the incident
(transmitted) electric field. Vertical (V) and horizontal (H)
are utilized for linear while left-handed (L) and right-handed
(R) are used for circular polarization basis.

4. Numerical Results
4.1. Monostatic Responses for the Cases with Three Diﬀerent
Tumor Sizes. As an example, the monostatic amplitude
responses of the breast volume at ϕt = ϕr = 240◦ in
frequency domain under diﬀerent polarization states are
shown in Figure 4. Both linear and circular polarization
states are considered. Three cases with diﬀerent radius of
the tumors, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm, are considered and
the corresponding amplitude responses are plotted in red,
cyan, and black, respectively, in Figure 4. Under monostatic
configurations (i.e., ϕt = ϕr ), SVH = SHV and SLR = SRL .
At frequencies below 1 GHz, it is observed in Figure 4
that the amplitude responses for the four breast volumes are
similar for the two linear copolarized and the four circular
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a tumor. The relative diﬀerence between each frequency
sample can be given by

Dielectric properties and conductivity
from the Debye Model (3 GHz)



102

SAB,diﬀ,amplitude f , ϕt , ϕr
=

101



 


SAB,ref f , ϕt , ϕr  − SAB,tumor f , ϕt , ϕr 



SAB,ref f , ϕt , ϕr 

(4)

× 100%.

100
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Tumor(rel.permittivity)
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Tissue(conductivity)
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Figure 3: Dielectric Profiles of the breast volume with healthy tissue
and tumor using the Debye model. The Debye model is given by
ε( f ) = ε∞ − jσ/(2π f ε0 ) + (εs − ε∞ )/(1 + j f / f p ), where ε0 = 8.854 ×
10−12 F/m, f p = 25 GHz, and σ = 0.15 S/m. For healthy tissue, εs =
10 and ε∞ = 7. For the tumor, εs = 50 and ε∞ = 35 [3].

polarized states. It is apparent that, for the case with 15 mm
tumor (black) and 10 mm tumor (cyan), the amplitude
response is diﬀerent to the other two cases when the
frequencies are above 1.5 GHz. The results for the case with a
5 mm tumor (red) are almost the same to the reference data
(blue) for almost all polarization basis which are diﬃcult
to distinguish by visual inspection (except the case VH =
HV). It could potentially give a more distinguishable forward
dataset for small tumor if VH or HV data is considered. The
results indicate that the amplitude responses could be more
distinguishable in some polarimetric states than the other,
especially in the higher end of the frequency response. Next,
the corresponding phase responses as a function of frequency
under diﬀerent polarization states are shown in Figure 5.
Similar to the amplitude responses, the phase response for
all cases are very similar comparing the reference data (blue)
and the 5 mm tumor (red) (except the case VH = HV). The
phase responses for the cases with 10 mm (cyan) and 15 mm
(black) tumor have more significant diﬀerences at above
1 GHz in all cases.

4.2. Quantitative Measures as a Function of Transmitting and
Receiving Directions. Consider the entire setup that involves
a large amount of data (Ntx = Nrx = 18 and 8 polarization
states, 18×18×8 = 2592 sets), visual inspection is not feasible
in practice. In view of this, we quantify the diﬀerences of
the amplitude response between the two cases, that is, breast
volume without tumor (reference) and breast volume with

A relative measure is chosen here as the scattered electric
field varies as the intensity of the incident electric field
changes. To quantify the diﬀerence of the data at diﬀerent
transmitter/receiver configurations, the “mean diﬀerences”
of the data at each transmitter and receiver directions, MDAB ,
which takes the average from all frequency samples can be
given by


MDAB,amplitude ϕt , ϕr
NΔ f
=

f =Δ f




SAB,diﬀ,amplitude f , ϕt , ϕr
N



(5)
.

As an example, comparisons between the cases with a 5 mm
tumor and the reference data are chosen. This is the case
with the smallest diﬀerences of the monostatic responses
based on the visual inspection when comparing with the
reference data. If we could get some insights from this case, it
would be more apparent for the other two cases with larger
tumors. The results are shown in Figures 6(a) to 6(h). It is
observed that MDAB,amplitude varies as the transmitter/receiver
configurations change. The MDAB,amplitude s for VV, HH, and
the circular polarization basis are less than 4%. More than
1000% of MDAB,amplitude s are observed for the VH, and HV.
Such high values for VH and HV are due to the fact that
the cross-polarized component for the case without tumor
is almost zero due to the geometrical symmetry. In reality,
due to the inhomogeneous nature of human tissue, such high
values cannot be achieved. The results under the circular
polarization basis are also included. It is shown that the
largest MDAB,amplitude values for LL and RR (∼10%) are
higher than those of VV and HH (∼5%). According to the
heterogeneities shown in Figures 6(e) and 6(f), it seems to
show that on average the diﬀerences of the forward data
under LL and RR polarization are higher than those of the
VV and HH. In particular, it is interesting to observe that
high values of MDAB,amplitude occur at the diagonal axis,
which corresponds to the back-scattered direction. For the
cross-polarized components (VH, HV, LR, and RL), it is
worth noting that the two second diagonals that correspond
to the two-dimensional direct path (180◦ diﬀerences in ϕ)
also have relative high data contrast. Similarly, comparing
Figures 6(g) and 6(h) with Figures 6(a) and 6(b), it seems
to show that on average the LR and RL have less diﬀerences.
To evaluate this properly, another measure will shortly be
introduced and we will come back to this later in the next
subsection.
Without the loss of generality, similar measures are also
made for the phase, given by
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Figure 4: Amplitude response from breast volumes in frequency domain at θ = 105◦ , ϕt = ϕr = 240◦ . (a) SVV , (b) SHH , (c) SHV = SVH , (d)
SLL , (e) SRR , and (f) SRL = SLR .



SAB,diﬀ,phase f , ϕt , ϕr








= ∠SAB,ref f , ϕt , ϕr − ∠SAB,tumor f , ϕt , ϕr ,



MDAB,phase ϕt , ϕr
NΔ f
=

f =Δ f



SAB,diﬀ,phase f , ϕt , ϕr
N

(6)



.

Here, the absolute phase diﬀerence is given in terms of
degree. For instance, if the two phase angles are 3◦ and
357◦ , respectively, SAB,diﬀ,phase ( f , ϕt , ϕr ) would be equal to 6◦
instead of 354◦ . As a result, the maximum and minimum
value would be 180◦ and 0◦ , respectively. The objective here
is to quantify the changes of the phase angle when the tumor
is included. The direction of clockwise or anticlockwise is
not of interest. The results are shown in Figures 7(a) to
7(h). Similar conclusions can be drawn from the visual
inspections of the figures: (i) larger maximum values of
MDAB,phase (ϕi , ϕr ) for LL and RR than VV and HH, (ii)

visually the figures look more heterogeneous for LL and RR
than VV and HH which probably shows that on average the
data contrast of LL and RR is higher (we will come back
to it later), (iii) most diﬀerences occur along the diagonals
which shows that it is important for the back-scattered data,
(iv) relatively large contrast also occur at the two second
diagonals that correspond to the two-dimensional direct
transmission path, (v) significant contrast under VH and HV
data. In addition, it is also worth noting that such high values
shown in Figures 6 and 7 occur at ϕt = ϕr ≈ 220◦ –260◦
but not ϕt = ϕr = 40◦ –60◦ , which is where the tumor is
located (ϕt = ϕr = 45◦ ). To understand this, the breast
volume under the two excitations with vertically polarized
electric field and the corresponding current distributions at
2 GHz are shown in Figures 8(a) to 8(c). The problem is
first shown in Figure 2(d). For the case without a tumor, the
breast volume is symmetric and thus the current distribution
under the excitation of ϕ = 45◦ is a mirror image of that
under the excitation of ϕ = 225◦ . The current distributions
for the cases of (i) without the tumor under the excitation of
θ = 105◦ , ϕ = 45◦ , with the 5 mm tumor under the excitation
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Figure 5: Phase amplitude response from breast volumes in frequency domain at θ = 105◦ , ϕt = ϕr = 240◦ . (a) SVV , (b) SHH , (c) SHV = SVH
(d) SLL , (e) SRR , and (f) SRL = SLR .

of (ii) θ = 105◦ , ϕ = 45◦ , and of (iii) θ = 105◦ , ϕ = 225◦
are shown in Figures 8(a) to 8(c), respectively. For a fair
visual comparison, the figures are set to the same intensity
scale from 0 mA/m to 13.50 mA/m. When the breast volume
is illuminated from θ = 105◦ , ϕ = 45◦ , it is observed that
the maximum amplitude of the induced current is increased
when the tumor is introduced. In particular, the maximum
current amplitude is located at the tumor with ∼7.5 mA/m.
When the excitation changes to θ = 105◦ , ϕ = 225◦ ,
the maximum current is again located at the tumor and
is now increased to ∼13.50 mA/m. Comparing the current
distribution of the tumor under the two diﬀerent excitation,
on average the current distribution is higher in the latter case
which shows that the tumor is better illuminated. The above
observation can be explained by the fact that the complexity
of the scattering phenomena inside the breast volume. First,
the breast surface is curative and the reflection coeﬃcient
(air-breast volume) varies as a function of incident angles,
frequency and polarization. Due to the curative nature of the
breast surface, the breast volume is not evenly illuminated
even under plane wave illumination. Second, the higherorder electromagnetic interactions between the tumor and

the breast volume (tumor-breast interface) and the air-breast
interface could help focusing the energy toward the tumor.
In general, such higher-order interactions are complicated
and cannot be easily analyzed. To sum up, using fullwave electromagnetic simulation, it is found that the larger
amplitude of the induced current on the tumor and the better
data contrast of the copolarized response are resulted under
the illumination of θ = 105◦ , ϕ = 225◦ .
4.3. Cases with Tumors with Lower Contrast. A large-scale
study about experimental measurements of dielectric properties of tumors has been conducted and reported in [26, 27].
The results have shown that the dielectric properties are far
much lower than the earlier findings with 300% or even
500% of contrast. With this in mind, we would like to
investigate how the contrast could aﬀect the forward data.
Here, tumors with relative permittivity of εr = 40 down to
εr = 15, with the conductivity of σ = 0.1 S/m, together with
the previous cases, will be considered.
In order to get an overall picture about the diﬀerences
of the amplitude and phase response for each polarization
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Figure 6: MDAB,amplitude for diﬀerent transmitter/receiver combinations. The comparison is made between the reference data (no tumor)
with the case with 5 mm tumor with the dielectric properties given in Figure 3. (a) VV, (b) HH, (c) HV, (d)VH, (e) LL, (f) RR, (g) RL, and
(h) LR. The vertical axis corresponds to the aspects of the incidence (ϕt = 0◦ to 340◦ ) and the horizontal axis corresponds to the aspects of
the scattered far field (ϕr = 0◦ to 340◦ ).

states, the mean values of MDxy , denoted as MMDxy , can be
given by


MMDAB,amplitude =

340◦
φr =0◦



MMDAB,phase =

340◦
φr =0◦

340◦

φi =0◦



MDAB,amplitude ϕt , ϕr

[Ntx × Nrx ]
340◦

φi =0◦



MDAB,phase ϕt , ϕr

[Ntx × Nrx ]



,



.
(7)

The corresponding results are shown in Figures 9(a) and
9(f). Figure 9(a) shows the MMDAB,amplitude for the cases

with 5 mm tumor (r = 5) but with diﬀerent dielectric
properties of (i) Debye, (ii) εr = 40, σ = 0.1 S/m, (iii)
εr = 30, σ = 0.1 S/m, (iv) εr = 20, σ = 0.1 S/m,
and (v) εr = 15, σ = 0.1 S/m. As the contrast increases,
higher values of MMDAB,amplitude s result which indicates that
contrast does play a role here. It is interesting to see that
the increase of the dielectric contrast gives a proportional
change of the data contrast for the same tumor size. For
instance, as the relative permittivity changes from 30 to
40, the MMDxy,amplitude values for the 5 mm tumor (Figure
9(a)) and 10 mm tumor (Figure 9(b)) increase from 1.5%
to 2% and 10% to 15% (about one third) for LL and RR
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Figure 7: MDAB,phase for diﬀerent transmitter/receiver combinations. The comparison is made between the reference data (no tumor) with
the case with 5 mm tumor with the dielectric properties given in Figure 3(b). (a) VV, (b) HH, (c) HV, (d)VH, (e) LL, (f) RR, (g) RL and (h)
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polarization states. However, the maximum data contrast
that can be obtained for the 5 mm tumor is less than 2.5%
with the maximum dielectric contrast of approximately 5.
Next, we consider the results for the 10 mm tumor (r =
10) and the 15 mm tumor (r = 15) shown in Figures
9(b) and 9(c), respectively. As the tumor size increases,
MMDxy,amplitude values increase from <2.5% to ∼15% and
∼30%, respectively. This again shows that the contrast is
more significant with larger tumor. The results here indicate
that the tumor size plays a relatively more important role
in terms of the “contrast of the forward data” than the
dielectric contrast of the tumor with the background. If we
consider the case of a 5 mm tumor (Figure 9(a)), increasing
the contrast from 1.5 times (εr,tumor /εr,tissue ≈ 15/10 = 1.5)

to 5 (εr,tumor /εr,tissue ≈ 50/10 = 5) times could perhaps
raise increasing the data contrast from 0.5% to 2%, but
increasing the tumor size (from 5 mm to 15 mm radius)
can significantly increase the contrast to up to 10%. Similar
conclusions can also be drawn for the phase responses shown
in Figures 9(d) to 9(f).
Compare to our previous visual observations, for the
same tumor size, the results from the LL and RR polarization
states have larger MMDAB,amplitude and MMDAB,phase values
than the other polarization states which indicates higher level
of contrast in the forward data. For the 5 mm tumor, VV has
got a larger MMDAB,amplitude and MMDAB,phase than those of
HH, VH, HV, RL, and LR. Such findings further confirm the
observations we had made earlier.
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Figure 8: (a) Current distribution of the breast volume under the plane wave excitation with vertical polarized electric field from the aspect
of θt = 105◦ , ϕt = 45◦ . (b) Current distribution of the breast volume with the 5 mm tumor under the plane wave excitation with vertical
polarized electric field from the aspect of θt = 105◦ , ϕt = 45◦ . (c) Current distribution of the breast volume with the 5 mm tumor under the
plane wave excitation with vertical polarized electric field from the aspect of θt = 105◦ , ϕt = 225◦ .

The results for VH and HV are plotted separately in
Figure 10 as the values of MMDAB,amplitude are much higher
than the other polarization states, ranging from 100% up to
2000%. Such high values of MMDAB,amplitude are due to the
fact that VH and HV responses are theoretically zero due to
the geometrical symmetric feature of the breast volume when
there is no tumor. Figure 10(a) shows the MMDAB,amplitude
values under HV polarization state. The horizontal axis
corresponds to the tumor size and the three lines correspond
to tumor with diﬀerent dielectric properties. Similar to
the previous findings, the MMDAB,amplitude values increase
with the tumor size. Increasing the dielectric contrast could
increase the contrast of the forward data, but for small
tumor (5 mm), increasing the dielectric contrast does not

give much changes to the dataset with relatively small
variations of MMDAB,amplitude and MMDAB,phase shown in
Figures 10(a) and 10(b). The same conclusions are drawn for
HV polarization states, as shown in Figures 10(c) and 10(d).
4.4. Feasibility Measures in Terms of Signal Level. The above
findings show that the higher contrast of the forward data
can be obtained under the copolarized case for circular
polarization basis and cross-polarized cases for linear polarization basis. The next question we have to answer is if it
is possible to measure the signal, especially for the VH and
HV cases as the signal level could be very low (the high
MMDAB,amplitude values are due to the null response when
there is no tumor). In view of this, the mean and minimum
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Figure 9: MMDAB for diﬀerent polarization states with tumor of diﬀerent sizes. In each figure, three diﬀerent dielectric properties of the
tumor are considered (i) Debye (Figure 3), (ii) εr = 40, σ = 0.1 S/m, (iii) εr = 30, σ = 0.1 S/m, (iv) εr = 20, σ = 0.1 S/m, and (v) εr = 15,
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values of the scattering parameters as a function of frequency
are introduced and given by


 

340◦
φr =0◦

SAB,mean f =


340◦

φi =0◦




20log10 SAB f , φt , φr 



[Ntx × Nrx ]



E  f ,φ ,φ 
t r 
 r,B 

φi =0◦ 20log10 
 Et,A f , φt , φr 

340◦ 340◦
φr =0◦

=


[Ntx × Nrx ]

,




 


SAB,min f = min 20log10 SAB f , φi , φr 




E  f ,φ ,φ 
i r 
 r,B 
 .
= min 20log10 
 Et,A f , φi , φr 

(8)
The results shown in Figures 11(a) to 11(d) are the case of
the breast volume with the 5 mm tumor with the properties
of εr = 15, σ = 0.1 S/m, that is, the case with the small-

est tumor and lowest dielectric contrast. For both linear
and circular polarization states, the mean values of the
scattering parameters are within 60 dB dynamic range when
the frequency is above 500 MHz. The minimum values
of the scattering parameters are shown in Figures 11(c)
and 11(d). The results show that the minimum values
of the scattering parameters are within −80 dB below the
transmitting signal for circular polarization states, as well as
VV and HH (above 500 MHz). For VH and HV, however, it
goes far below −100 dB which could be diﬃcult to measure.
With the current state-of-the-art of VNA, we are able to
measure signals down to −130 dB accurately. In practice,
however, together with practical considerations such as
antenna mismatch and cable loss, the signals level would be
at least another 10 dB to 15 dB lower. As a result, accurate
measurement of VH and HV signals for breast volumes with
small tumors is not easy to achieve using VNA. Proper design
of the receiving modules with matching antenna and frontend electronics becomes significantly crucial. On the other
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Figure 10: MMDAB,amplitude and MMiAB,phase for the scattering problems with tumor of diﬀerent sizes. In each figure, three diﬀerent dielectric
properties of the tumor are considered (i) Debye (Figure 3), (ii) εr = 40, σ = 0.1 S/m, (iii) εr = 30, σ = 0.1 S/m, (iv) εr = 20, σ = 0.1 S/m,
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for HV polarization state, (d) MMDAB,phase for VH polarization state.

hand, it would be feasible to measure the circular polarized
signals using VNA (>500 MHz, minimum values between
−60 dB to −80 dB + another 20 dB losses for mismatches).

5. Discussions and Conclusions
UWB forward scattering data from breast volumes with
diﬀerent tumor sizes and diﬀerent dielectric properties are
studied. Based on the configurations of the forward scattering study in this paper, several points can be summarized. To
achieve good contrast of the amplitude and phase responses
of the forward data between the cases with and without
tumor, the excitation frequency should be at least 1 GHz as

the lower-frequency components correspond mainly to the
scattering from the entire breast volume. At the same time,
the return signal level is relative low when the frequency is
below 500 MHz. This shows that the breast volume is not
well excited. Secondly, it is also found that there are higher
contrast of the scattering data in the back-scattered direction
for all cases and the direct path for cross polarized cases. This
implies the importance of having the back scattered field and
the direct path response in the microwave imaging setup.
Thirdly, comparing the forward scattering data under diﬀerent polarization states and basis, VH and HV components
have the highest contrast due to the geometrical symmetry
when there is no tumor inside the breast volume. Regarding
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other polarization states, the LL and RR polarization states
give better data contrast than the others. Potentially, LL and
RR can be used for microwave imaging using existing VNA
that can give reasonable accuracies with more than 100 dB
of dynamic range. If one would like to use VH and HV,
proper design of front-end microwave circuits and antenna
are needed such that the mismatch can be minimized.
This work opens the door for further investigations
of better datasets for the microwave breast imaging by
considering diﬀerent polarization states and basis. Although
the setup is relatively simple with homogenous breast
volume, surprisingly it is found that the existence of small
tumor (r = 5 mm) is not highly revealed in the forward data
even if the dielectric contrast is about 5 times. Potentially,
better data contrast could be obtained for small tumor with

higher excitation frequency, but at the same time attenuation
increases. Our previous study on a similar problem has found
that the conductivity of human tissue can significantly attenuate the higher-order interactions of metallic objects inside
human tissue when the excitation frequency goes beyond
4 GHz [32–35]. As a result, higher excitation frequencies
were not considered in this work. Future work needs to focus
on practical issues such as the choice of polarization states,
antenna elements, array configurations, matching liquid, and
more realistic tissue model in the simulation [26, 27]. At the
same time, the results here for VH and HV only apply for
homogenous breast models. To investigate the feasibilities
of using linear cross-polarized signals, we also need to use
anatomically and electromagnetically realistic breast model
in future simulations.
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